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FLIGHT TEST

The twin Jabiru is a
mash-up created by
hanging two engines

strengthened, and even if that was done,
hanging the engines from the wings would
have completely obstructed access to the

closer than if they had been placed on the
wings like most twins - thereby reducing
the amount of asymmetric thrust should an

cabin.

engine fail.

on either side of the
nose of the Jabiru
430. lt is unique and
controversia l, but
most importantly,
how does it fly?

so easily deterred. He called Rod and

ln South Africa, Len Alford wasn't
said there was a niche for a twin-engine

Jabiru in southern Africa, and managed to
persuaded him to rethink the venture.
Mounting the engines on the wings
was still not an option, so they explored the
viability of fixing the engines to a canard
wing mounted on the firewall of a J430.
Everything from and including the firewall
back would remain standard J430.
So, the wings could stay the same and

OR fun flying and

affordable training,
there's little that beats a
Jabiru. But what if you
learned to fly on a Jab
and now want to move
onto twin-engine aircraft?
The step up to a Baron or
Seneca is immense - not
to mention the cost. So, the Australians who
designed the Jabbies got together with the
South African Jabiru factory in George, and
each built a Twin Jabiru prototype.
Viola! A neat and simple solution to
affordable twin flying, and an affordable
to operate nontype certified aircraft.
By the end of 2016, after four years of
experimentation, they finally had a plane
they were ready to present to the thousands

the engines wouldn't get in the way of the
doors. But surely bolting two engines to the
nose of a 340-kg empty weight J430 would
put the C of G too far forward? Rod says,
"Some quick calculations on the weight and
balance weren't too frightening, but it took
quite a while to get a structure light enough
and strong enough to meet the FAR Part
23 standards." ln the end, in keeping with
Jabiru construction, most of the structure is
composite, with aluminium connections to
the engines. To balance the C of G, a 13-kg
weight has been placed in the tail.
A potential benefit of placing the
engines on the nose is that they can get the
engines relatively close together - certainly

of loyal Jabiru pilots.

Thanks to their great price and
pleasant handling, Jabirus have been a
huge success in South Africa, built on the
foundation of the local service and support
from the Jabiru factory in George run by
Len and Les Alford. This is the only factory
outside Australia to build ready-to-fly
Jabirus and the first to fly the Twin Jabiru
prototype.

ATWIN

15

BORN

The Twin Jab was conceived in 2012

and its initial flight was more than three
years ago, in August 2013. Since then both
Jabiru Australia and South Africa have
been fine-tuning the design.
Prior to 2012, Jabiru co-founder Rod
Stiff had been contemplating a twin, but
the thought of redesigning the wing to hold
two engines was too daunting. The wings
would have had to be fireproofed and
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With the engine-bearing canard
structure designed and moulds completed,
the project was shipped over to South
Africa, where Len and his team were tasked
with putting it together and getting it flying.
Because the twin is essentially a J430
with two engines, it seemed unnecessary
to build a completely new aircraft for the
prototype. So the guys in George gathered

the necessary parts from what they had
lying around the factory. The result is a
J230 body - a J43O without the second row
of seats - with the canard holding two of the
older B0 hp 2200 engines on the nose. As
if the unusual engine arrangemeni wouldn't

already attract enough attention, they then
painted the nose and engine pods bright
orange.

An unanticipated complication that
came with the canard is that it creates lift,

which resulted in longitudinal instability. lf
the nose was raised, instead of returning to
straight and level once back-pressure was
released, it continued rising. They solved
the problem by cutting holes in both the top
and bottom surfaces and covering them
with mesh. This breaks the airflow over the
canard and allows high pressure air below

FLIGHT TEST

been enlarged to improve directional
control. I was curious to see how this
affected Vmca (minimum directional control
speed with the critical engine failed).

The composite construction makes for
clean smooth ilnes, and I was surprised at
how easy it is to make modifications when
working with composites. As mentioned,
the angle of incidence of the horizontal
stabiliser had been changed, which
required cutting into the frame around the
tail. The finish is as smooth as new.
The pre-flight is simple. Of no surprise
to Jabiru owners, but something that stood
out for me, was that you push the tail down
to check the static port pointing forward

the canard to flow to the low pressure at
the top of the wing, thereby destroying the
lift. For production models, they are also

weeks later at Grand Central to see how it
performed on the Highveld. Walking around

looking at alternative solutions. ln addition
to placing a weight in the tail, to counteract
the heavier nose, the angle of incidence of
the stabiliser was lessened.

ON THE GROUND

was greeted by the comical looking plane
with a beaming orange nose. lf ever there
was a plane that lent itself to caricatures,
this is it
The nose looks heavy, and that
nosewheel surely has quite a load to

I met Rael Ressel, Jabiru South Africa's
iest pilot, at Morningstar Airfield to check
out the Twin Jab - and joined him again six

support. But, other than the obvious, it's a
standard Jabiru. Worth mentioning is that
the vertical stabiliser and rudder haven't

to the front of the hangar at Morningstar,
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from the top of the tailfin.
Each wing holds 65 litres, and there is
a 10 litre feeder tank behind the seats, so
there are three fuel drain ports - one under
each wing, and one under the fuselage. To
check oil, there is a flap on the top of each
engine nacelle that slides down and to the
side, giving access to the dipstick. The
sliding flap is a bit clumsy, and Rael says
they'll likely go back to the usual pop-up
flap.

Satisfied that all was ready, we climbed
into the cockpit. The two wide doors open
to almost right angles to the fuselage before

they are stopped by the engine cowlings
- putting the engines on the wings really

FLIGHT TEST
BELOW - Basic VFR inslruments in the prototype, but the J432 (Twin Jab) will be certified lor night f lighl.
BOTTOM LEFT - Just two throttle controls - no mixture or pitch control - so you can't feather the dead engine

would have made access to the cockpit a
problem. But now. climbing in is easy.
As this is a prototype, the instrument
panel is a bit crude. There are only basic
VFR instruments, so it is restricted to day
VFR flight, although J430s can be certified
for night flight, and there are great LED
lights on the wingtips, tail and a good

landing light on the wing. On the far left
and right of the panel are the two throttles
- that's it. Extraordinary for a twin, the
props are fixed pitch, so there are no pitch
controls, and no mixture control either.
On the centre stick are two buttons for
flap up and down. Trim is set with a lever
on the centre console, and a brake lever is
positioned in front of the centre stick. Both
the rudders and seats are fixed in place.
They have found a workable neutral seating
point for big guys and shorties, but being a

produce a litile too much thrust at idle, so

shortie, I found I was sitting a little low - a
cushion behind my back would have solved
the problem. Rael,on the other hand, is a

FLYING THE TWIN JAB

big guy, and seemed comfortable. There is

engines together. Then hold the brake lever
and, with throttles just cracked open, start
left and then right engine with the mag
switches which are, left, right, both, start.
The engines quickly burst to life, and settle

ample shoulder room.

With no seats in the back, the J430's
fuselage has cavernous baggage space,
but this wouldn't be the case with the usual
second row of seats. However, you would
probably be limited by weight rather than
space. Empty weight is 465 kg, so with full
tanks you are left with a useful load of 235
kg.

Start-up couldn't be simpler. Flick the
master on, open throttles and prime both

into a comfortable 1,000 rpm idle. Fine
tuning the throttles gets the rpm synced
and the engines ticking over smoothly.
Nosewheel steering with the rudder
pedals is well-balanced, but the engines
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you have to ride the brakes to avoid trotting

off during the taxi. This means holding
the brake lever back with your right hand,
while your left hand controls the throttle,
so you can't taxi with the stick back. Fitting
the brakes to the rudder pedals would
introduce unwelcome complexity.
We lined up on Morningstar's 645
m Runway 20 in a blustery Cape wind,
blowing down the runway at about 20 kt.
With two on board and three quarters fuel,
we were about 70 kg below MTOW. Rael,
sitting in the left-hand seat took care of the

takeoff. We ran up to 2,600 rpm to check
temps and p.essures before releasing
brakes and advancing to full power of 3,100
rpm. Although powered by two 'tired' B0 hp
engines, acceleration was brisk. At around
60 kt the plane wants to fly. We were
airborne well before the mid-point of the
runway, meaning a ground roll of less than
300 m, and transitioned straight into an B0
kt best rate of climb, giving us about '1,000
ft/min.
Two minutes later we levelled off and
routed for the west coast. Cape Town pilots

don't know how good they have it when
it comes to flying over beautiful scenery.
I'll have to take solace in the fact that our
weather in Jo'burg lets us fly more often.
Anyway, with the plane settled, Rael
handed over control. Those who have flown
a J430 will say the twin flies very much

the same. I haven't, and quickly found that
you need positive inputs on the rudder to
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FLIGHT TEST
BELOW - Trim lever on centre console. Flap position is controlled on the stick.
BOTTOM RIGHT - Ample baggage space with rear seats removed. J432 will
have four seats, but limitation will likely be weight rather than space.

keep the ball in the middle. Control stick

movements are also large. Unlike an RV,
you don't think where you want the plane to
go to manoeuvre it; you must tell it where to

'.+:.rr,li

go. Flying a Jab is a bit like stirring a pot of
porridge. Having said that, the controls are
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smooth, and, trimmed correctly, the Twin
Jab flies true. Because the props are fixedpitch, keeping the engines rpm in sync
takes continual tweaking in choppy air.
Rolling into steep turns, you have to
lead with rudder, and with the engines out
to the side, rather than directly in front,
getting the nose in the right place on the
horizon to maintain altitude takes a little
getting used to. But, by adding a bit of
power, once settled in the turn, the plane
happily settles into a level orbit. The holes
in the canards obviously restored pitch
stability.

HASELLL checks done, we closed
power for a stall in the clean configuration.
With two up and not much behind the seats,
I found the nose somewhat heavy. You have
to get the stick right back to keep the nose
up to get a stall - the same is therefore true
when landing. The stall came at just over
50 kt with a light buffet, but no tendency to
drop a wing. Easing off back pressure and
opening the throttles got us flying again with
barely any loss of altitude. The stall was just
as docile with full flap, and came at around
47 kt.
OK, so the Twin Jab flies nicely - which
is what we expected from a plane which is
basically a J430 on steroids. But what we
really want to know is how it performs on

Morningstar Airfield, and I have no doubt
that if this had been a real engine failure,
we would have comfortably been able to
return home.
Satisfied, and impressed, we spun the
left engine back into life and returned to
Morningstar" The wind was still bustling
over the surrounding pines, and although it

was coming down the runway, I was happy
to let Rael handle the landing - after all he
grew up in the Cape.
Final approach is flown at 75 kt, slowing
to 70 kt overthe fence. Taming the wind,

Rael 'stirs thapot'with the control stick
and brings us down to a smooth landing

on the numbers. I leave Morningstar with a

soft spot for this strange looking twin, and
look forward to testing its performance at
altitude.
Six weeks later ljoin Rael at a drizzly,
overcast and windy Grand Central ...
what was that about Jo'burg having better
weather?
We wait an hour for the clouds to lift
before heading out to tesi the aircraft's 'hot
and high' performance. The conditions
aren't ideal, but the density altitude is still
7,200f|- almost 5,000 ft higherthan when
we flew in the Cape - so it will do.
From Grand Central's uphill Runway

lTi1Sffire

one engine. Back to straight and level flight
at 2,500 ft, Rael shut down the left (critical)
engine. The airframe and engine gave a
little shake and then cut. The prop slowed
to a halt. This is handy, as a windmilling
prop would work against you. Furthermore,
having the engines closer together than on
conventional twins means the asymmetric
thrust isn't as dramatic. I focussed my
attention on the altimeter and VSl, and we
weren't going down. The 80 horses on the
righthand engine were galloping away at
3,100 rpm, With a slight bank to the righi
to raise the dead engine, at 80 kt we were

eking out a climb of between 50 and 100 ft/
min. We then slowed down to check rudder
authority. The Aussies are doing official
performance testing but at 70 kg below
gross, Rael and I found that at about 70 kt
we ran out of rudder. We were 15 nm from
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FLIGHT TEST
With left (critical)engine shut down and prop
a dead stick, the Twin Jab is comfortably
maintaining altitude with right engine at 3,000 rpm.
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17, and again at about 70 kg below MTOW,
we get airborne in under 400 m jn a strong

to line up the live prop with the tail, thereby

crosswind, and head over the Magaliesberg
ridge for Rhino Park. ln the cruise at
3,000 rpm, the Twin Jab is burning 14
litres per hour on each engine - 28 llh in
total - and travelling at about 105 KTAS
(With aerodynamic cleaning up on the
production models, Jabiru's computer-

reducing drag to a minimum. The Twin Jab
settled on a 50-100 ftimin descent. At 2,000
ft agl, that gives you around 20 minutes, or
25 nm to find somewhere to put the plane
down. Flying over builtup Jo'burg that
opens up a number of airfields as options
rather than a'precipitous descent into an
uninviting golf-course fairway - if you're

based calculations indicate that this will go

lucky.

up to 110 KTAS). That gives you a five-hour

Things were even better when we shui
down the right-hand engine, which resulted
in, at most, a 50 ft/min descent. Now,
that gives you close on 50 nm to find your

endurance or a range of around 440 nm
with VFR reserves.
East of Waterkloof, we do a climbperformance test from 5,500 ft to 7,000 ft
- which worked out to a density altitude of
around 7,500 to 9,000 ft. With both engines
at 3,050 rpm, we slowed to B0 kt for best
rate of climb, and averaged 670 ft/min.
Rael tells me he carried out a similar test
in George at 125 kg below gross from sea
level to 10,000 ft and averaged 850 ft/min.

That's not a fart in a bath, but it's nothing
to turn your nose up at either - or in one
sense, maybe it is.
Finally, we checked single engine
performance on the Highveld. With the
left engine shut down and the prop a dead
stick, we banked three degrees to the
right, with the ball out to the right enough

landing spot from 2,000 ft agl.
CONCLUSION
Flying back to Grand Central, with

the two engines purring away and looking
down over the green urban forest that is
Jo'burg, I no-longer had that familiar feeling
of unease. lf an engine cut, I would have
options.

When flying at night or over inhospitable
terrain, having two engines is important.
But the maintenance and fuel costs of
that second engine are a major deterrent.
The Twin Jab, which Jabiru hope to make
available for under R1 million and with
its low fuel burn, puts twins back on the
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market. lts performance is respectable,
It might not climb or maintain altitude on
the 'reef' but neither do most other nonturbocharged general aviation twins. But
most importantly for the student commercial
pilot, you are flying a twin for less than the
cost of most type certified singles.
The Jabiru Factory now has the
challenge of getting Type Approval for
the twin from the CAA, and then want to

get approval for a restricted twin rating to
fly the Twin Jab. Without constant speed
props, mixture control, or retractable
undercarriage, the'identify, verify, rectify'
procedure for single engine operation is
simplified, as is cleaning up the airframe.
Therefore, training on a Twin Jab for a
multi rating isn't sufficient, bui for the same
reason, l'm not sure you should be required
to have a full multi rating to fly the aircraft.
The Twin Jab didn't emerge from the
centrefold of a fashion magazine, and
wouldn't attract a wolf-whistle from a flightstarved pilot, but then again, these days,
hipsters and the 'dad-bod are in vogue
... ln fact, the odd-looking twin grows on
you, and having flown it, I now look on it
with affection lt's a terrific little twin, and
production models will be even better. d

FLIGHT TEST
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